
RE: Scrutiny of 5 events for EXO-11-027
Dave Cockerill
Sent: 18 February 2012 20:55

To: Paolo Rumerio; David Anthony Petyt; Riccardo Paramatti

Cc: Edmund A Berry; Francesco Santanastasio

Importance:High

  
Hi Paolo,

Concerning the 5th event:

 Run number = 178708 Lumi = 326 event number = 532162137

 bunch crossing = 1061 orbit = 85428058 store = 0 time from DAQ = 241156

 Run Date/Time = Sat Oct 15 12:45:54 2011

 I used GlobalTag.globaltag is  GR_P_V22::All to get lasercalib info.

 There is a suspiciously large lasercalib, which gives rise to a very large apparent Rechit energy:

 EE- lasercalib > 2, jx = 15 jy = 44 iz=-1 lasercalib = 4.75

EE Rec hits > 2.5 GeV, EERec = 69,  energy = 1.42e+03 GeV, time = 0.531 ix, iy, z = 15 44 -1

EcalRecHit::kGood regards recHit as GOOD!, kGood=1

This gives rise to a very large supercluster energy at:

EE SuperCluster with preshower  1

 Energy = 1747.5464 GeV

 Et = 555.2969 GeV

 Phi =  -2.949 , eta =  -1.813

 Phiwidth =   0.015 , etawidth =   0.009

By contrast, the gsfElectron trkmomAtCaloTot = 231.4 GeV

Thus for example

iterativeCone5PFJet 1 energy = 1.78e+03 GeV, pt = 557 eta = -1.83 phi = -2.95

is highly suspicious

Your finding of Ele Pt = 548.624 , Eta = -1.826 , Phi = -2.950 is therefore also suspicious.

I will be checking events 2-4 next - I now have these events separately and my CMSSW works.

HOWEVER event 1, taken in 2011A is still giving trouble. Do you have its AOD file separately???

Cheers,

Dave.

From: Paolo Rumerio

Sent: 17 February 2012 16:55

To: Dave Cockerill

Cc: Edmund A Berry; Francesco Santanastasio

Subject: Re: Scrutiny of 5 events for EXO-11-027

Hi Dave,

thank you for checking these events.

I add in cc Edmund, who is the person that generated the EDM file and I hope should be able to provide you with the files you ask for.

One thing that I did not specify in my original email is that the ECAL dead cell filter was not run, so it may be useful to learn if any of these events could possibly have any

fake MET due to this.

Thank you.

Paolo

On 02/17/2012 09:30 AM, Dave Cockerill wrote:

Hi Paolo,

I copied over the file at

/afs/cern.ch/user/e/eberry/public/LQEVENTS/for_POG/enujj_LQ850_selection.root

However, my code only seems to deal with the 1st event, run = 170876, event = 108790209, ls = 127. 
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I can anyway see the ECAL recHits etc for the first event - nothing odd found yet.

Unfortunately, my code falls over when I try to access the Jet/Met collections.

Would you be able to post in your afs public area:

1) your analyser code for these data

2) your BuildFile.xml

3) your config file  ?

4) Are your data from Prompt reco ?? Do you know the GlobalTag used??

I am compiling with CMSSW_4_2_8_patch7

Many thanks,

Dave.

-----Original Message-----

From: Paolo Rumerio 

Sent: 15 February 2012 21:12

To: hn-cms-ecalperformance (alias for the CMS ECAL performance HyperNews forum)

Subject: Scrutiny of 5 events for EXO-11-027

*** Discussion title: ECAL Performance

Dear ECAL DPG,

we would like to ask an expert's opinion about 5 events that survive the 

final selection of an exotica analysis (search for 1st generation 

leptoquarks). The events contain1 high-pt electron, 2 or more high-pt 

jets and large MET (PFMET).

The question is simply if any pathologies are seen in these events from 

the ECAL point of view.

The events look rather clean from the event displays, which are 

available on slides 24-43 of

https://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=0&resId=2&materialId=slides&confId=176555

The list of the events is:

Run = 170876, event = 108790209,  ls = 127

Run = 175974, event = 64168373,   ls =  56

Run = 176928, event = 62381656,   ls =  38

Run = 178479, event = 1128510953, ls = 703

Run = 178708, event = 532162137,  ls = 326

and an EDM file that contains them is:

/afs/cern.ch/user/e/eberry/public/LQEVENTS/for_POG/enujj_LQ850_selection.root 

<http://cern.ch/user/e/eberry/public/LQEVENTS/for_POG/enujj_LQ850_selection.root&gt;

Thank you for your help,

Paolo for the LQ1 group

 [ MIME part of type text/html without a name stripped ]

-------------------------------------------------------------

Visit this CMS message (to reply or unsubscribe) at: 

https://hypernews.cern.ch/HyperNews/CMS/get/ecal-performance/520.html

-- 

Paolo Rumerio, Assistant Professor

Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Alabama

Office Tel: +1 205 348-3773

Email: rumerio@cern.ch 
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